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1 Introduction
This guide provides information on how to install and configure the NE-ONE Enterprise Network
Emulator Virtual Appliance. Some example scenarios are included although please note that detailed
product information can be found in the product guides and videos.

2 Installation
The following instructions detail how to import the Virtual Appliance (VA) using VMware’s Web-Gui
client. The instructions in this document apply to deploying the iTrinegy Network Emulator OVA on
platform ESXi v6.5 onwards. iTrinegy have tested the Virtual Appliance on VMware’s ESXi server
products, workstation support will be added in a later release.
1. Download the Network Emulator Virtual Appliance (OVA) as advised in preparation for step
3.
2. Using a Web Browser, enter the IP of your ESXi vCenter Server where you would like to
deploy the Network Emulator.

3. Select the host that you want to deploy the NE-ONE onto, right click on it in the menu tree
and select Deploy OVF Template from the menu that appears.
4. From the screen that appears, select either URL or Local File depending on your preference
(if your host is internet connected it is recommended you select URL).
a. If you’ve been provided a URL then enter the link in the provided field.
b. If choosing Local File then browse to find the file on your PC and upload to your host.
5. Enter a name for your new virtual machine (in this case it’s NE-ONE Network Emulator) and
select the appropriate host if not already selected.
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6. Select the datastore for the Network Emulator to use (SSD is preferred) and click Next.

7. This displays the Deployment Options page.
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8. Select your Virtual Network to connect the Management Interface of your Network Emulator
Virtual Appliance on, and finally select your desired provisioning – we advise selecting Thick
for best performance. Click Next; this will display a summary page of your deployment
options and settings.

9. Click Finish to commence the deployment of your new VM.
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10. Wait a while for the creation of the new VM to complete. Progress is displayed at the bottom
of the page.

11. When the VM is built, click on the Virtual Machines link in the left hand column and the page
will refresh showing your new Virtual Machine.
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12. Click on the link for your new Virtual Machine and a Summary page is displayed as shown in
the next diagram
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3 Configuration and Setup
The Network Emulator Virtual Appliance is preconfigured with 2 CPUs, 8GB RAM, 100GB SCSI hard
disk and 3 virtual network interface cards. This configuration is usually sufficient for most emulations
and should only be changed under guidance from your support representative.
There are three stages to complete before you can use the Network Emulator:
1. Configure the network management port
2. Obtain and install a licence key
3. Configure the network test environment

3.1 Configure the network management port
The network management or netmgt port (Network Adapter 1 from VMware’s point of view) is
connected to your LAN so that you can access the Network Emulator using a web browser. We
therefore need to connect the first virtual network interface to your LAN.
1. From the VM Summary page shown in the previous diagram, click on Refresh at the top of the
page to make all the settings active and up to date.
2. Select the appliance, then right click on Actions at the top of the page (or the new VM on the
left-hand menu under Virtual Machines) and select Edit Settings.
3. Click on Network adapter 1 and check that the Connect is ticked. Select an applicable network
under Network Connection: Network label that is connected to a LAN that you can reach from
your web browser.
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4. Click on Network adapter 2 and 3 and make sure that the Connect at power on is unticked. Don’t
worry about these network adapters for now as we will configure them later on. Click on OK and
then Power On the Network Emulator VM.
5. Launch the Network Emulator console and login as user: itrinegy password: itrinegy

6. Select option 1: ‘Set IP Address’ and then select either Static or DHCP configuration. The default
is set to DHCP so you may already have an IP address allocated.
7. Once set, confirm that you can ping the Network Emulator from your workstation.
Do not exit the Console as we will need it in the next step.

3.2 Obtain a licence key
To do this you will need to use the Web GUI. Now that you have an IP address you can web into it Chrome or Edge (recent Chrome based version) are preferred. Enter the IP address or DNS name into
the URL bar of your browser:
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You will get the “Your connection is not private” message because you are using a generic
Certificate. Click Advanced and then Proceed (or similar) to accept it.
You’ll now get the new NE-ONE V2021 Web login screen
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Login with the default user admin, password admin (note the user itrinegy only works on the
console). You now need to accept the licence agreement by clicking on the I Agree button
The NE-ONE is designed for an HD (1080) monitor - so we suggest maximising your
browser window to this.

You will then be at the Home menu item
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Which tells you on the right (or if your window is too narrow it appears below) that your
product it not licensed:

Click LICENSE NOW to licence it
You’ll be taken to the License Management Page:
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If you already have a licence you can apply it now by clicking the SELECT A FILE button
and browsing for it. If you do not have a licence contact iTrinegy providing your Licence Id
which can be very easily copied off this web page by clicking on it - you get this popup:

You can now email this to iTrinegy (support@itrinegy.com) and subject to all the usual
terms and conditions we will send you your licence file.
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3.2.1 Applying Your License
Once you have received a licence file from iTrinegy you can apply it. Return to the License
Management Page (if necessary by logging back in again, or clicking Management (menu)
-> Platform -> License):

Click SELECT A FILE - you get the standard file browser for your PC. Navigate to where
you have the licence key file from iTrinegy.

Select the file and click Open
The dialog changes to this:
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Now click on the UPLOAD & INSTALL button to complete the licensing process.
You are now logged out and get the popup:
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The NE-ONE does not reboot, but it’s engine restarts - you should be able to log in again in
a couple of minutes.
Login again as admin, password admin and you’ll now see the homescreen again with
updated licence information e.g:

You’re now ready to use your NE-ONE..

3.3 Configuring VMware Resources
The NE-ONE OVA (or OVF) provided is set up to not require too much in the way of CPU or Memory
resources from the VMware hypervisor. However, in certain high performance (high packet rate, high
bit rate, high burst rate) applications, or where there is too much competition for resources between
the VMware guests, then you may need to provide more resources to the NE-ONE VM than
configured by default.
How to do this is explained in Appendix A: Tuning VMware for NE-ONE on page .
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4 Configure the Network Test Environment
The following is intended as a quick guide to setting up NE-ONE Enterprise in VMware, as with
hardware based networks they can have a large variety of configurations:

4.1 Possible Network Types
There are many ways to set up a network with NE-ONE Enterprise:
●
●
●
●

Bridging (and other layer 2 configurations)
Routing between ports
Routing on a stick (in and out of 1 or more ports)
and combinations of these

Tutorials on setting up these different types of Networks are given in the on-board Operator guide

4.2 NE-ONE Enterprise Port (vNIC) setup
It’s therefore not easy to be prescriptive about the network setup in VMware, but in all cases the
following are true:
●

●
●

The NE-ONE Enterprise appliance’s management port (VMware Network Adapter 1) plays no
part in creating your Test Network(S). It is only used for managing the NE-ONE Enterprise via
it’s Web GUI
The other vNICs on the appliance (Network Adapter N, where N >=2) are used in creating
your test networks. You will connect them to dvSwitches or Standard vSwitches
The network traffic that you want to affect (impair) must pass through the NE-ONE
Enterprise to be affected

4.3 dvSwitch/vSwitch Essentials
This example shows how you might configure a vSwitch for NE-ONE Enterprise to use from scratch, of
course you may already have dvSwitches configured, then you can just attach the nE-ONE to suitable
port groups.
1. Browse into the ESXi vCenter Server (i.e. Type the ESXi vCenter Server’s IP address in the browser
URL bar).
2. Click on the Networking link in the menu on the left-hand side column.
3. Click on the Virtual Switches tab at the top this should show the virtual switch mapped to VM
Network, which should be linked to a physical switch to your local network. The Networking
Summary page is shown in the next diagram.
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4. At the top of the page click on the Add standard virtual switch. This displays the “Add standard
virtual switch” dialog as shown in the next diagram.
5. Give the switch a name, in this case we call it Test Network.
6. Remove the Uplink 1 by clicking on the ‘x’ at the end of the line.
7. Expand the Security section (click on the little arrow in front of it) and tick Accept for
Promiscuous mode and for Forged transmits.

NOTE
This is a key item. VMware never expected to have an appliance connect its port groups or
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vSwitches together and so it assumes that the only ethernet addresses in packets coming into a
vSwitch correspond to that of the connected appliance.
However the NE-ONE, especially in bridging mode can pass packets from a range of systems (on the
other side). VMware regards these as illegal.
●
●

Promiscuous mode allows the NE-ONE’s vNIC to accept packet snot specificall;y destined for
it’s MAC (Ethernet) address
Forge Transmits allows NE-ONE to transmit other MAC addresses out of it’s vNICs, which
VMware considers forgeries

If you are only routing with NE-ONE and you set up soft ports in the NE-ONE with the setting “Use
Ethernet address of Hardware port” then VMware does not need promiscuous or Forge to be
enabled as it only sees the “correct MAC addresses”
For More on sSwitch/dvSwitch security see Appendix B below
8. Click on Add to create the new virtual switch.
9. At the top of the page click on Refresh (NB. you can change the settings so that it Auto-refreshes
every 15 seconds to make sure all updates to the configuration will display) to make sure the new
Virtual Switch is available.
10. Click on the Port Groups tab at the top of the Networking page – the Port Groups page displays;
see next diagram.
11. Click on the Add Port Group link at the top as shown in the diagram

12. The Add Port Group dialog displays – see next diagram. Enter the Port Group Name, here we’ve
used Test Network, and from the Virtual switch drop-down select the Virtual Switch we created
in the previous step (ie. In this case the Test Network virtual switch). Expand the Security tab and
make sure all settings are ticked to Inherit from vSwitch. Click Add to create the Port Group.
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NOTE strictly speaking the entire vSwitch does not have to be set up for Promiscuous and Forge
Transmit, only the Port groups or Ports. So you could leave the vSwitch set at defaults and
configure Promiscuous and Forge here instead. As mentioned earlier you do not need these
settings if using soft ports “Use ethernet address of Hardware port”

13. You should now see the Test Network port group in the list of port groups – if not, click Refresh at
the top of the page.
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14. Go back to the Networking page (click on the Networking link in the left-hand column) and click
on the Virtual Switches tab. The summary page should show our new Virtual Switch Test Network
and it should have one Network Port Group, as shown in the next diagram.

15. Now that the Virtual Switch is configured we need to connect the Network Emulator to it. Click
on the Network Emulator VM, select Edit Settings.
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16. Connect Network adapter 2 or 3 to the Test Network. Also tick the Connect (at power on) button.
Click Save to set the changes.

17. Now you can do the same again with another vSwitch or port group, or connect into an existing
vSwitch or Portgroup

For Examples of how to configure the NE-ONE Enterprise see section 4 in the on-board Operator
Manual.
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5 Appendix A: Tuning VMware for NE-ONE
5.1 Introduction
When iTrinegy provides the OVAs/OVFs for NE-ONE our primary concern is that if you start them up,
their VMware “footprint” (i.e. CPU and Memory requirements) should not be too large. This is so
that they will not have a large impact on the other VMs (Guests) in your VMware environment.
The truth is that NE-ONE is a real time product and going by the VMware tuning guide for real time
products we should lock in both the CPU and memory resources, as far as possible. If you need more
information iTrinegy has a separate technical paper on tuning for VMware; here we concentrate on
the steps to take, not the reasons.

5.2 Memory
5.2.1 Reserving memory in the Hypervisor
Power off the NE-ONE Network Emulator. Then either right click over the Network Emulator VM in
the left-hand column, or click on the Actions link at the top of the page, and select Edit Settings:
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And you get the settings dialog box. Expand the Memory settings (click on the little arrow on the
left-hand side by Memory).

Now make the following changes:
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●

●

●

Set Memory Shares to High (or better still Custom and then choose the maximum value from
the dropdown box containing the shares value). This is so that the NE-ONE gets priority
access to memory resources
Change reservation to None, which means reserve as much as possible (will vary depending
on the number of other VM’s present and running on that host and the physical environment
ie. The size of the physical memory available). The user can set the reservation to a specific
value but it will need to be tuned and can be set to a maximum value set for the VM, but the
user should be aware it may affect the performance of the Network Emulator VM as well as
other VM’s running on the host, that will also be demanding a share of the resources.
Make sure Limit is set to Unlimited

Before you say OK to this read on as the CPU resources are changed from the same dialog…

5.3 CPUs
5.3.1 Reserving CPUs in the Hypervisor
Now collapse the Memory section and expand the CPU section as we wish to raise the priority of the
NE-ONE’s VM in CPU and reserve as much CPU as we can:

Here we:
●

Set the CPU shares to High (but Custom, followed by choosing the maximum value for
custom is even better) and
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●

●

Set the Reservation to the None. This means automatically reserve as much as possible
depending on availability. You can opt to specify an actual value, the higher the better, but
please bear in mind this may affect the running of the other VM’s on that host. Obviously if
the Network Emulator is the only VM you can specify the maximum possible value. For
example, if you have a single dual-core processor operating at 3.33GHz and you have 2
virtual CPU’s, and you specify in this dialog that you want 2 CPU’s with 2 Cores Per Socket,
giving you 1 socket, the maximum value you can reserve is 6666MHz. A smaller value may be
more appropriate depending on what else is running on that Host. We supply the OVA set
with a basic set of parameters that should allow it to run in any environment, and it’s then
down to the user to look at his environment and tune these parameters depending on the
physical resources available, number of VM’s running (as these demand a share of the
resources at the same time) etc.
Make sure Limit is set to Unlimited

Now we can click on OK. After tuning, when the VM is restarted it may take slightly longer to initially
boot as the VMware environment will adjust itself to the new parameters for that VM. Thereafter the
VM environment should remember the settings and subsequent boots should be more normal.

5.4 Latency Sensitivity
The VMware system treats NE-ONE as a normal host, but in fact it ideally needs to be treated as a
latency sensitive host. Once again click on Edit Settings and select the VM Options tab at the top:
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Expand the Advanced section and locate the Latency Sensitivity setting in this section.
●

Here we set the latency sensitivity to High.

5.5 Advanced Options
5.5.1 Locking in CPU’s and More
It is possible to also lock in certain fixed hardware CPUs into the VM, but this is advanced and usually
not required, please contact Support if you wish to do this, or would like any further guidance on
tuning NE-ONE’s VMs or reducing their Memory/CPU footprints, where feasible.
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6 Appendix B: VMware vSwitch Security and iTrinegy
Network Emulators
6.1 Introduction and Essentials
When attaching the NE-ONE or the INE Network Emulators into a VMware vSwitched environment it
often proves difficult to get the Network Emulators to be able to either receive or transmit traffic
from the vSwitch they are connected to. This invariably is due to security settings on the vSwitch.
The bottom line for our Network Emulators to be able to work is that security must be set like this:
●

The Network Emulator must be connected to a port group on the vSwitch on which:
o Promiscuous Mode is set to Accept
o Forged Transmits is set to Accept

Note the implications:
● The entire vSwitch does not have to be set to accept promiscuous traffic and forged
transmits, only the port group to which our Network Emulator is attached.
We could stop there but the next sections explain a bit more about what’s going on and why we
need those settings.

6.2 vSwitch Basics
6.2.1 Hardware Switches
First a little on hardware switches to use as a comparison.
Hardware switches “learn” what devices (computers, ip-phones etc etc) are connected to their ports
by inspecting the packets that arrive at each port.
For packets arriving at switch port N, say, the switch records the Source MAC (Ethernet) Address and
puts it in the table against that port. Exact switch design may vary from product to product but in
general this table is called the CAM table, there is one such table per switch, and the table contains a
lookup of MAC Address to Port. So, when the switch needs to transmit a packet out it can look up the
port and sent the packet directly to that port, not any other port (or all ports as old style “hubs” used
to do).
Hardware switches basically fully support bridging by simply cabling them together, so when we use
our Network Emulators to bridge them, this is seen as the same thing.

6.2.2 vSwitches
vSwitches don’t work like their Hardware counterparts. They are essentially “hardwired”.
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vSwitches “know” what is connected to their virtual ports, because you actually connect those
(virtual) devices manually. (They don’t know what is connected to their hardware ports though, as
they’re outside VMware - so these ports work more like hardware switches).
Our Network Emulators create bridges which may connect several systems on one vSwitch to
another vSwitch via our Network Emulator. vSwitches do not support bridging (or virtual cabling)
between them, so some settings are required to allow our Network Emulators to do that.
Promiscuous Mode is required to allow the vSwitch to send packets to our Network Emulator that
do not have the Network Emulators MAC address as their destination i.e. are destined for a server or
system somewhere else.
Forged Transmits is required to allow our Network Emulator to send packets out into a vSwitch that
do not come from its own MAC address (they came from another system), as VMware regards these
as forged. In reality they are not forged at all, they came from a VMware or physical host but
VMware does not know that.

6.3 vSwitch Security
Some people think that security i.e. Promiscuous Mode, Mac Address Changes & Forged Transmits
are defined at the switch level. It isn’t.
Instead the security is controlled at the Port Group level; Security settings at the vSwitch level control
the defaults for Port groups where no specific security has been set.
Using our earlier example of the non-Routed configuration we will now show that it is possible to
have different groups of security settings and will demonstrate our client/server endpoints being set
up on Non-promiscuous port groups, while the Network Emulator bridges the two promiscuous port
groups.
As before we will have two vSwitches, Net 0 and Net 1, but this time we create them with all security
settings (for Promiscuous Mode, Forged Transmits and MAC Address Changes) all set to Reject. Then
for each vSwitch we will create two Port Groups, one with Promiscuous Security and one with
non-Promiscuous Security. These will be called “Net 0 – Prom”, “Net 0 – Non-prom”, “Net 1 – Prom”
and “Net 1 – Non-prom”.
Let’s take a look at the security settings: the next diagram shows the vSwitch Net 0. Look at the
Security settings – at the switch level all settings are off. On the right-hand side of the diagram is the
topology of the network connections – you can see that the Server endpoint is connected to the
vSwitch via the Non-Promiscuous port group, whilst the Network Emulator is connected to the
vSwitch via the Promiscuous port group for this switch.
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Net 0

Similarly, the next diagram shows the vSwitch Net 1. Look at the Security settings – at the switch
level, again, all settings are off. On the right-hand side of the diagram is the topology of the network
connections – you can see that the Client endpoint is connected to the vSwitch via the
Non-Promiscuous port group, whilst the Network Emulator is connected to the vSwitch via the
Promiscuous port group for this switch
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Net 1

Taking one of the vSwitches, Net 0, let’s take a look at the security settings for the two Port Groups:
firstly, we will look at the Non-Promiscuous port group
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We can see that for the Non-Promiscuous port group the security settings are off. Note that we could
either explicitly set those settings to Reject or Inherit From the vSwitch, and as the vSwitch is
defaulted to Security settings off, this port group would have the same settings. Now we look at the
settings for the Promiscuous port group:

We can see that the Security settings are set for Promiscuous Mode and Forged Transmits for this
port group.
As discussed earlier this is the minimum security configuration to allow the Network Emulators to
work i.e. the Network Emulator must be connected to a port group which has Promiscuous Mode:
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Accept & Forged Transmits: Accept. Note that nothing else needs to be connected to this port group
- our example shows all the other systems connected to a more secure port group.

6.4 Adding our Network Emulators to an existing vSwitch
environment
There are two ways to go here:
● Change the existing vSwitch to set its defaults and/or port groups to Promiscuous Mode:
Accept & Forged Transmits: Accept
● Add a new port group to the existing vSwitch, attach our Network Emulator to this new port
group and set the new port group’s security settings to be Promiscuous Mode: Accept &
Forged Transmits: Accept
The problem with the first solution is that it may feel like we’re opening up too much security
amongst the systems connected to the same vSwitch. In the second example this security is only
relaxed for the Network Emulator, and therefore any systems on switches “bridged”
Of course, the Network Emulator may have more than two emulation ports and this security must be
repeated for each emulation port.

7 Appendix C: High CPU Utilisation
For performance reasons the iTrinegy Network Emulators allocate one processor to the operating
system and the remaining processors for Network Emulation purposes. The processor allocated to
normal operating system functions will run at approximately 1% CPU utilization. CPU’s allocated for
handling network emulations constantly poll, to ensure that packets are processed efficiently, which
is why they run at approximately 100% usage. Therefore, if the hypervisor statistics and logs for the
Network Emulator VM are showing CPU utilization as very high during an emulation then this
behaviour should be considered normal.
In a 2 CPU configuration the statistics will show the CPU’s running an average of approximately 50%
utilization, and a 4 CPU configuration will show the CPU’s running an average of approximately 75%
utilisation (i.e. 1 CPU for use by the Operating System, and the other 3 for use by the Network
Emulator engine). This means that the more CPU’s added to the configuration will actually result in a
higher average CPU utilization.
The default Virtual Appliance configuration of 4 CPU’s is suitable for most customer environments
although should you consider adding additional CPUs then further help and guidance is available
from the iTrinegy Support Team.
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8 Appendix D: Connecting VM’s Directly To Physical
Networks Without Using Virtual Switches
You can set passthrough using the web client by using the Manage feature under the host - you have
to toggle passthrough on the Network adapters and reboot the host.

To use the adapters in the guest you need to add PCI devices and not Network devices:
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If you already have Network Adapters in place you will need to keep the first one for Network
Management – we still want to manage our Network Emulator via the virtual environment, but the
Emulation Ports that are connected via the Network Adapters need to be replaced with direct
physical network connections. If you Edit the VM Settings, delete the Network Adapters for the
emulations ports and then add New PCI devices, selecting the desired Network Connection settings
that map to NIC ports.
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